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Coffee break en route to Dales weekend

Chairman's Chat
STOP THE WORLD…..I WANT TO GET OFF!!!!
What is going on? It’s June already and I haven’t
even made a serious start on restoring my MG
(“Dizzy”) At the last committee meeting we’ve
finalised the Christmas Dinner and we’ve started
planning for the “Weekend that’s not a Bank
Holiday weekend” for next year. Where’s 2009
going? Let’s slow down, take a chill pill and get out
there in our MG’s, or in my case, Ray’s Land Rover.

Within 5 minutes, Julie had made contact with the
TVR Owners Club, The North West Seven’s Kit Car
Club, the North West Ford Capri Owners Club and
some other MG Owners Club from West Lancs. The
30 Lancashire Lanes entry forms I had printed was
now down to just 8 copies left. At this rate they’ll
be 60 MG’s and possibly another 60 cars of varying
make. We also may have found a venue for the
talk later in the year about the BloodhoundSSC
Project thanks to a couple of members of the TVR
Owners Club. More details on that later

Andy & Carole Schultz in their MGB V8 Roadster
I don’t want to interfere with the report from our
unofficial holiday reporter, Mr Roger Schofield.
However, I would like to say a couple of things
regarding the Thwaite & Swaledale Tour. Firstly for
those of you who didn’t attend, the weather was
fantastic, glorious sunshine everyday and very few
clouds if any. The roads that Bill found for us to
negotiate were awesome especially in the Porsche
(we did get close to taking off on a number of
occasions). The areas visited and the views were
spectacular. The hotel and the food according to
Gordon Ramsey was:- well loosely translated, pretty
dam good and the company was loud, fun and
thoroughly enjoyable. There were a couple of minor
issues with three cars, an MG Midget with a
deflated tyre or two, an MGB Roadster suffering
from heat exhaustion and an MGB RV8 not wanting
to go home. Mind you, I don’t think there was
anyone who really wanted to go home. I would like
to thank Bill Ryding on behalf of all those of us
who did go. Thanks Bill for a wonderful weekend.
Now they say that all good things must come to an
end. Maclaren Mercedes and Ferrari no longer
dominate in Formula 1, Newcastle United is no
longer in the Premier League and the sunshine has
disappeared. Still that didn’t stop a few MG
Enthusiasts from getting up at daft o’clock on
Sunday 7th June and taking their MG’s to
Myerscough Collage Open Day and Country Fair.
This is a show which the club hasn’t attended whilst
I’ve been a member and was felt that it may be a
useful venue to help promote the Lancashire Lanes
Run. By 9 o’clock the cars were parked and the
information sign set up and we were all enjoying a
nice hot cup of tea. What could be better?

Three MG’s and a Land Rover at Myerscough
in the year.
The Myerscough Show was not what I’d expected.
We weren’t parked in a field as usual, but in a car
park next to the Motor Sport arena. At the show
there was every mode of transport to see ranging
from Old MG’s and Land Rovers, Tractors, Lorries and
an assortment of racing cars. They had an area set
aside for some of the racing cars to demonstrate
their capabilities. There was a range of activities
including sheep shearing and sheep dancing, (that to
be seen to be believed) dog agility tests, school
children Morris Dancing and dancing around the
May Pole, Sports activities and Helicopter rides. The
list of events goes on so needless to say that I think
we’ll be going back next year, it was by far the best
show I’ve attended whilst being a member of
Preston & District MG Enthusiast Club. The club also
won a bottle of wine, which will be raffled off at the
Auto Test next month.
By the time you’re reading this we will also have had
a ride out to the Lakeland Car Museum. You’ll have
to wait for the report on that event. There is still the
Treasure Hunt to look forward to. Mike and Christine
Bamber have organised this event, but unfortunately
will be away in France when the run takes place. It’s
been left to me to pass out the information and to
record the results. I would like it noted that I am not
responsible for any errors or miscalculations on the
information sheets although if I’m honest, as I’ve
had no input, I doubt there will be any errors.
Bye for now

Graham

Secretary's Scribbles
This month’s newsletter is quite rightly packed
with articles and photo's on the clubs weekend
away in Thwaite – if you’re one of our members
who was unable to make it on the weekend, well
you missed a treat. Bill Ryding did a magnificent
job organising a superb break and Roger has
included an article about the weekend further in
this newsletter. One or two of us did have a few
minor breakdowns, but none of that (even for
those directly concerned) served to spoil what
could only be described as a wonderful few days.

So what's coming up:-

For my part, everything was going smoothly until
everyone was packing up to leave on the Monday
morning. We had each chosen our respective
routes back towards Preston and the majority of us
had decided that we would start off heading over
Buttertubs towards Hawes. So with cars packed, it
was time to start your engines, as the first cars
made their way off the car park, I started mine and
searched for1st gear – as my clutch flopped to the
floor I immediately became aware that I wasn't
going to be going very far that morning. As I
looked over towards the gates of the hotel, Andy
(Schultz), oblivious to my dilemma, was
accelerating away – great!!!.

19th - 25th July Ireland trip – still not too late to
book. 5 cars going at moment, if you want more
information speak to Graham, Andy or Kevin.

A check of the clutch fluid in the reservoir
confirmed that there was a distinct lack of said
fluid. Fortunately at this point, a knight in shining
armour stepped forward in the unlikely shape of
Mick Bamber, for which I will be eternally grateful.
Mick offered to run me to the nearest garage
which was 10 miles away. So after a 20 mile
round trip, we returned with a bottle of clutch
fluid and after topping it up and pumping the
pedal we did manage to get a modicum of feel
back into the clutch – sufficient I thought to get us
back home if we went on the most direct route.
At this stage, I should say a big thank you to Mick
and Chris Bamber and also to Mark and Karen
Blennerhassett who both stayed behind with us to
make sure that we were able to get home – thanks
guys.
The car did manage to limp home, although I
turned into my drive in 5th as, by this time, it was
the only gear that I was able to find.
As I write this, the car is presently at Andy's
awaiting a replacement master cylinder.

30th June – Treasure Hunt
Please Note 7:30 start. The run will start from the
Welcome Tavern, but will finish at the Boat Yard,
Riley Green (handy for the motorway or for Bury).
12th July – Leighton Hall.
If you want tickets, one or two are still available
(first come first served). Meeting at Burlington's
car park, Broughton @ 9:00.

28th July – Autotest & BBQ (bring your own food
and drink). Always well attended, no doubt Andy
will have something special in mind.

And finally.........
this one was provided by Roger.
According to a news report, a certain private
school in Brisbane was recently faced with a
unique problem. A number of 12-year-old girls
were beginning to use lipstick and would put it on
in the bathroom. That was fine, but after they put
on their lipstick they would press their lips to the
mirror leaving dozens of little lip prints.
Every night the maintenance man would remove
them and the next day the girls would put them
back.
Finally the principal decided that something had to
be done. She called all the girls to the bathroom
and met them there with the maintenance man.
She explained that all these lip prints were causing
a major problem for the custodian who had to
clean the mirrors every night (you can just imagine
the yawns from the little princesses). To
demonstrate how difficult it had been to clean the
mirrors, she asked the maintenance man to show
the girls how much effort was required.
He took out a long-handled squeegee, dipped it in
the toilet, and cleaned the mirror with it. Since
then, there have been no lip prints on the mirror.
There are teachers.... and then there are educators

Kevin

Editorial
I think Roger Schofield’s piece says it all about our
brilliant weekend in Yorkshire, and I’m glad he didn’t
mention our usual misadventure in Buttercup, this
time a minor one involving us having to dodge a
Range Rover coming the opposite way and forcing
us onto the only kerbstone in the Dales, destroying
our left front tyre. Thanks to all those who stopped
offering assistance, and to Graham for taking the
usual embarrassing photograph of our Midget in
distress. I’m glad to report that the tyre has now
been replaced, the squeak from our front suspension
has been oiled out, and the mud flap that had half
fallen off has been refitted.
Following Kevin’s article last month that spelled out ‘what men do’, I have received the following from a
lady member (no names, no pack drill), which our ladies will appreciate:Summer Classes for Men at
THE
ADULT LEARNING CENTER
REGISTRATION MUST BE COMPLETED
By Friday, June 26th 2009
NOTE: DUE TO THE COMPLEXITY AND DIFFICULTY LEVEL
OF THEIR CONTENTS, CLASS SIZES WILL BE LIMITED TO 8 PARTICIPANTS MAXIMUM
Class 1
How To Fill Up The Ice Cube Trays--Step by Step, with Slide Presentation.
Meets 4 weeks, Monday and Wednesday for 2 hours beginning at 7:00 PM.
Class 2
The Toilet Paper Roll--Does It Change Itself?
Round Table Discussion.
Meets 2 weeks, Saturday 12:00 for 2 hours.
Class 3
Is It Possible To Urinate Using The Technique Of Lifting The Seat and Avoiding The Floor,
Walls and Nearby Bathtub?--Group Practice.
Meets 4 weeks, Saturday 10:00 PM for 2 hours.
Class 4
Fundamental Differences Between The Laundry Hamper and The Floor-Pictures and Explanatory Graphics.
Meets Saturdays at 2:00 PM for 3 weeks.
Class 5
Dinner Dishes--Can They Levitate and Fly Into The Kitchen Sink?
Examples on Video.
Meets 4 weeks, Tuesday and Thursday for 2 hours beginning
At 7:00 PM
Class 6
Loss Of Identity--Losing The Remote To Your Significant Other.
Help Line Support and Support Groups.
Meets 4 Weeks, Friday and Sunday 7:00 PM

Editorial cont...
Class 7
Learning How To Find Things--Starting With Looking In The Right Places
And Not Turning The House Upside Down While Screaming.
Open Forum
Monday at 8:00 PM, 2 hours.
Class 8
Health Watch--Bringing Her Flowers Is Not Harmful To Your Health.
Graphics and Audio Tapes.
Three nights; Monday, Wednesday, Friday at 7:00 PM for 2 hours.
Class 9
Real Men Ask For Directions When Lost--Real Life Testimonials..
Tuesdays at 6:00 PM Location to be determined
Class 10
Is It Genetically Impossible To Sit Quietly While She Parallel Parks?
Driving Simulations.
4 weeks, Saturday's noon, 2 hours.
Class 11
Learning to Live--Basic Differences Between Mother and Wife.
Online Classes and role-playing
Tuesdays at 7:00 PM, location to be determined
Class 12
How to be the Ideal Shopping Companion
Relaxation Exercises, Meditation and Breathing Techniques.
Meets 4 weeks, Tuesday and Thursday for 2 hours beginning at 7:00 PM.
Class 13
How to Fight Cerebral Atrophy--Remembering Birthdays, Anniversaries and
Other Important Dates and Calling When You're Going To Be Late.
Cerebral Shock Therapy Sessions and Full Lobotomies Offered.
Three nights; Monday, Wednesday, Friday at 7:00 PM for 2 hours.
Class 14
The Stove/Oven-- What It Is and How It Is Used.
Live Demonstration.
Tuesdays at 6:00 PM, location to be determined...
Upon completion of any of the above courses, diplomas will be issued to the survivors.
‘Nuff said

Bill B

Not the Bank Holiday Weekend Away
(…or what is your Dale-y drive?)

Roger Schofield

By rights, this should be a very short article; words
cannot adequately convey just what a great trip
this was. However, I have tried to capture the
essence of it – not just for the benefit of those
who were unable to join in, but also to remind
those who did go, just what a great trip it was and
how much hard work went into making it the
success that it was.

the Tan Hill Inn (the highest pub in Britain and the
location for those Everest double glazing adverts).
The Testosterones set off first and arrived in double
quick time, but the question remains – did they see
as much of the scenery as the Tortoises who
arrived (not too long) afterwards? The landlady of
the Tan Hill Inn picked her favourite car and Bill’s
TA took the honours.

This was P&D’s 5th Annual long weekend away,
(previous sorties have included Scotland, the Isle of
Man, Cumbria and Wales), and for this trip, the
hotel in the heart of the Yorkshire Dales had been
booked for 2 years to make sure that we could get
as many members as possible accommodated in
the same hotel. (In fact, we took all the rooms
and still had to take a couple of rooms in a nearby
B&B!)

The Testosterones and the Tortoises then set off in
their respective teams for convoy runs into
Richmond where the afternoon was free for
sightseeing, shopping and generally resting up
ahead of the following day’s marathon (or 5
marathons to be precise).

Whilst we hoped for good weather, we never
expected the best weather of the year thus far –
but we certainly got it!
Thirteen MGs plus Graham & Julie’s Porsche were
booked on the trip but work commitments and a
lighting fault meant that three cars had to join the
party further down the road. The age of the MGs
spanned over 60 years (from Bill’s ’39 TA up to
Mick & Chris Bamber’s 2001 F) with engine sizes
ranging from Mark and Karen’s small but perfectly
formed ‘A’ series right up to Andy’s mighty 4.6.
Whatever your poison, we had it covered!
Day 1 (Friday 29th May; weather - sunny) – Muster
was 9.00 at the Swallow Hotel on the A59 at
Salmesbury with the first day comprising 4 x ‘Tulip’
style navigation exercises split by coffee/tea stops
during the morning & afternoon and a most
agreeable lunch at the Tennant Arms pub in Kilnsey
(just north of Skipton). The fourth exercise
concluded at the Kearton Country Hotel in Thwaite
– our home for the next three nights and by this
time, we had a full complement of cars.
After a hot day on the road, a shower before
dinner was the order of the day before we dined
‘regally’ from the Kearton’s excellent menu;
(everyone vowing to ‘eat light’ at breakfast).
Day 2 (Saturday 30th May; weather – very sunny) –
After cooked breakfasts all round, sun tan lotion
was liberally applied and the crews were split into
two teams – the Testosterones and the Tortoises –
for a convoy run to a late morning coffee stop at

Day 3 (Sunday 31st May; weather – very sunny
again) – The Sunday run was a circular route of
around 135 miles which the crews had to plot
themselves based on grid references (and using
maps) provided by Bill. (This had been Saturday’s
‘homework’!)
The route headed north-west from Thwaite, once
again climbing the 1:4s and over Tan Hill again
before by-passing Appleby (and its horse fair) as
we headed towards our morning coffee stop at the
Stag Inn in Dufton where we were joined by Jeff
Reid & his son, David in Jeff’s roaring 4.6. (With
all this horse-power, it’s just as well we didn’t stop
in Appleby. We might have demoralised the
gypsies so much that we put an end to a centuries
old tradition!!!)
After Bill’s TA picked up another 1st (this time from
the landlady of the Stag Inn), we headed further
north-west and then east via Melmerby, Garrigill
and Nenthead, across stunning mountain roads
before the lunch stop at Allendale – where we
were honoured guests at the Allendale Fair. They
had set aside reserved parking for us, and after
driving as a cavalcade through the village square,
we put on a colourful, static display of shiny cars
whilst we enjoyed the fete – complete with an
excellent junior ‘karaoke’ (where do they get the
confidence?) and a bar-b-que which was doing
excellent trade.
Only a minor hiccup with an overheating battery
prevented Bill’s TA from leading us into Allendale,
but a bit of good fortune with a garage owner
(who owned 2 MGs himself) who came up with a
new battery saw Bill arriving shortly after everyone
else and taking his rightful place in the ‘line-up’.

Not the Bank Holiday Weekend Away cont.
With 70 miles still to run, we pointed the cars
south-east towards Barnard Castle (and the only
fuel stop on the route) before heading due south
and then east on the home run.
What a day! Stunning scenery, great roads,
fabulous weather – and we all still managed to eat
like locusts when we sat down for dinner at 7:30.
Day 4 (Monday 1st June; weather – very, very
sunny and set to get hotter). After one last cooked
breakfast (diets starting on Tuesday) the cars were
packed, yet more sun tan lotion was applied, we
bade our farewells and headed for home. Many
opted to drive over the spectacular Buttertubs Pass
towards Hawes – so another ‘impromptu’ convoy
formed up. Heading from east to west, Buttertubs
Pass is a great driving road; if you haven’t driven it
yet, what are you waiting for?
The Ribblehead Viaduct, alas without steam
locomotives, provided an impressive backdrop and
a convenient rest stop for an ice cream and a last
photo opportunity before we headed back into the
real world.

Forming up for Allendale - Day 3

Ribblehead Viaduct - Day 4 (Going home)

So what made this trip so great? In short –
everything. Bill Ryding had put in a huge amount
of effort in arranging every detail of this trip - and
it showed. Thwaite is a lovely village in the heart
of the Yorkshire Dales and the hotel staff worked
tirelessly to make sure we had a good time. The
food was excellent and if the bedrooms were not
quite as palatial as we might have come to expect
– they were certainly adequate. The weather just
got better and better, the roads were quiet and the
scenery was stunning. Each day‘s activities were
different; day 1 – Tulips, day 2 – convoys & free
time; day 3 – route plotting and navigation; day 4
– a fast run for the border (and home). The rest
stops were well planned, everyone was keen to mix
and get to know one another better - the list just
goes on.
But the foundation remains Bill Ryding; without his
immense effort, hard work and meticulous
planning, it could have been a very different story
– if, indeed, there had been a story to tell.
Thank you, Bill.

Christmas and birthday in one!
It is Thursday 21st of May and I awoke just a
couple of minutes before the alarm was due. 21st
May, the day to open my Christmas present from
Carol. Peering out of the window as I made my
way down to prepare some coffee the torrential
rain told me that using Molly was probably out
and I would need the trusty diesel Peugeot to open
the present.

braking point. Clearly this car was well able to
cope with the very wet conditions. Through the
series of third gear bends at the start end then
back for five more laps, each time I gained
confidence and speed as this stunning car
pounded through the water and down the track.
All too soon, the laps were over and it was back to
the pits.

Coffee, toast and a shower later we set the sat-nav
and headed off through the rain to open the
present. We were heading to Elvington airfield.
Leaving Harrogate behind our Tom-Tom took a
different turning to York from our usual route and
after leaving Weatherby it managed to get
completely confused by a new road layout. A
comfort stop later our trusty Tom-Tom took us back
to our original route to leave us stuck in a long
convoy behind a tractor, then in a queue for an
accident giving just enough time to arrive at
Elvington.

The Aston is a stunning car and by far the most
popular one on the day. Whilst I was there they
were trying to flog cut-price drives in the
Lamborghini Gallardo, Audi R8, Porche 911 and
Ferrari 360, as they were all under booked. In fact
the 360 did not go out in the time we were there
yet the two Astons were on the track full time.

Parking facing the runway all we could see was
several high-speed walls of spray punctuated by
the glow of brake lights, moving down the
runway. Was this motor racing or power boating?
Moving to check in, we saw the array of exotic
machinery but my special treat, the Aston Martin
V8 Vantage I was booked to drive, took pride of
place for me. After briefing we were set in groups
of four with an instructor and taken to the track.
This had been laid out on the runway with cones
giving two straights with a simple U turn at the far
end and a series of bends at the start end.
Matt, our instructor, took us in turn for a couple of
laps in a racing Puma to show us the layout and
point out the braking points. I was fourth in the
group and had some time to wait for my turn at
six laps in the Aston. Finally the magic moment
arrived as I stepped in to the car, settled to check
the controls and after a final briefing made my
way onto the track. By this time the rain had
stopped but the track was still awash with
standing water.
Down the first straight I accelerated fairly modestly
in Aston terms as I tried the feel of the car and the
conditions. Braking at the board gave me a very
gentle approach to the sharp bend with no hint of
problems. I was clearly underestimating the car
and myself. Rounding the sharp bend in second I
planted the throttle more firmly and felt the thrust
as we sped down the back straight and this time
felt a real pull as the brakes bit on reaching the

This trip was the culmination of a month of
motoring fun for me. Two weeks earlier Carol had
treated me to a day at Oulton Park to watch MG
racing as part of my birthday present. A great trip
down in Molly who managed to appear on BBC
Look North when the programme reported on the
event.
The driving month started in late April when I went
with my local IAM group to the police skidpan at
Wakefield. In groups of three with a police
instructor we were given an Omega estate with
ABS etc. disabled. The first driver in my group
asked the instructor what were supposed to do.
“Have fun and enjoy yourself” and we did!
I was second driver in my group and what a surreal
experience sitting next to a policeman as I worked
the car into tail slides, tried the sideways challenge
and managed the route with only a couple of
cones down.
A great month of Christmas and birthdays in one,
thanks to Carol for the treats and the patience to
stand in the cold and rain whist I had some real
fun.
Time to ring the estate agent; even in credit crunch
times this house must be worth the deposit on and
Aston!

Bob Moore
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Sunday 20th Sept 2009
The 9th Annual Lancashire
Lanes Run
(“The Rivers Run”)
Enjoy a 90-mile tour of picturesque Lancashire, starting
& finishing at the Boat Yard canal side public house at
Riley Green, near Preston.
The entry fee of £20.00 includes: car with 2 occupants,
tea / coffee at the start, route book, classic rally plate
and buffet at the finish.
(Additional passengers £5.00 per person;
Children under 10 yrs old – free.)
Closing Date for Entries – 21st August.
For information and extra booking form please contact:Rosie Doran
Telephone: 01772 877285 or see
Web Page: www.prestonmg.co.uk
Our nominated charity this year is:
St. Catherine’s Hospice – Bamber Bridge

Entry Form overleaf. We look forward to seeing you.

Preston & District MG Enthusiasts Club
The 9th Annual Lancashire Lanes Run
Sunday 20th September 2009
Driver..............................................................................................................................................
Passenger .......................................................................................................................................
ADDRESS: .......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
POSTCODE ......................................................................................................................................
TEL No: ...........................................................................................................................................
MAKE of CAR ...............................................................MODEL ......................................................
YEAR ...........................................................................REG No: ......................................................
CAR CLUB .......................................................................................................................................
e-mail address ................................................................................................................................
Car with 1 Passenger ...........................................................................................................£20.00
No. of additional passengers @ £5.00 each (Children under 10 yrs old - free)..............................
Total (Cheques payable to: - Preston & District MGEC) ...............................................................
Entries should be sent to:
Rosie Doran, 51 Cuerdale Lane, Walton-le-Dale, Preston PR5 4BP
(Confirmation will be sent via e:mail. If you do not have an e:mail address, please include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope for an acknowledgement of entry and full details of the start
venue.)
Disclaimer:
There is no timed element to this event, neither is there any penalty for mileage covered. You therefore
need no special insurance to take part. The instructions contained in the route book which you will
receive at the start act only as a suggested route that you may wish to follow. All speed limits and other
rules relating to the roads contained in the route book should be adhered to at all times.
I declare and accept the following terms of entry:
1 I will be the driver of the vehicle identified on the application form.
2 The vehicle will be in a roadworthy condition, with a current MoT and covered by appropriate
insurance as required by the Road Traffic Act (1960) and any subsequent legislation.
3 I, and the occupants of my car have entered at our own risk and understand that Preston & District
MGEC and the event organisers bear no responsibility for loss, damage or injury however caused.
4 I, and my occupants shall behave in such a manner as not to cause nuisance or annoyance to the
general public.

Submission of the entry form constitutes acceptance of these conditions.

We look forward to seeing you.

Calendar of Events for 2009
Date

Event

Location

Time

Organiser

Sun 14 Jun

Lakeland Museum Run

Burlington’s Car Park

10.00

Graham Lockwood

Tues 30 Jun

Treasure Hunt

Welcome Tavern

19.30

Mick Bamber

Sat 4 Jul

Lostock Hall Carnival

Show Ground

11.30

Committee

Sun 12 July

Leighton Hall

Burlington’s Car Park

09.00

Committee

Sun-Sat
19-25 July

Ireland Trip
Fossa, County Kerry

Ferry bookings, camping or hotels are to be booked by
the individual

Tues 28 Jul

Auto Test

Schultz Estate

19.00

Andy Schultz

Sat 1 - Sun 2 Aug

Northern National

Pateley Bridge

TBA

Committee

Sun 16 Aug

Mouldsworth
Motor Museum

TBA

TBA

Bill Bradshaw

Tues 25 Aug

Evening Run

TBA

19.00

Alan & Dot Fowler

Sun 20 Sep

Lancashire Lanes Run

Boat Yard

10.00

Committee

Tues 29 Sep

Guest Speaker

Welcome Tavern

20.00

Committee

Tues 27 Oct

Quiz Night

Welcome Tavern

20.00

Committee

Sun 1 Nov

Halloween Run

TBA

TBA

Kevin Doran

Sat 7 Nov

Bonfire Night

Schultz Estate

18.00

Schultz Estate

Tues 24 Nov

Natter & Noggin

Welcome Tavern

20.00

Committee

Sat 5 Dec

Annual Dinner

Farington Lodge

19.30

Bill Ryding

Sun 27 Dec

Cold Turkey Run

TBA

TBA

Committee

There will be additional dates to be added for Track days and a possible 4X4 weekend.
These will be added as and when they have been confirmed.

Committee, Contacts
& Useful Information
Committee
Chairman

Graham Lockwood

Appley Bridge (01257) 253723
graham@gandjlockwood.myzen.co.uk

Secretary

Kevin Doran

Preston (01772) 877285
kevin.doran6@btopenworld.com

Treasurer

Mick Bamber

mick@mcbamber.com

Membership

Gordon Mallett

Burnley (01282) 429658
Mobile 07725503888
gordon.mg@btinternet.com

Technical

Andy Schultz

Preston (01772) 627120
Mobile 07817 173158
andy@pr55xq.freeserve.co.uk

Events

Bill Ryding

Preston (01772) 323116
william@wryding.wanadoo.co.uk

Newsletter Editor
Bill Bradshaw

Chorley (01257) 261134
bill.bradshaw@btinternet.com
8 Dale View, Chorley PR7 3QJ

All articles are to be sent to the editor by the 15th of the month. The Newsletter will be
published and emailed in .pdf format or posted at the end of each month in time for club
night.

Trading Members
Andy Schultz

Cuerden Classics

Preston (01772) 627120
Mobile 07817 173158
andy@pr55xq.freeserve.co.uk

John Ashworth

Accident Repairs etc

Croston (01772) 600964

